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The study of space metaphors offers an interesting venue to explore the cultural construction of 

space as a symbolic landscape that connects historical memory with the present and projects a 

certain vision of the future. The paper focuses on select space metaphors that convey Jews’ 

perception of their national space and their symbolic place within the Middle East. The paper 

argues that although space metaphors are figures of speech, they offer important insights into the 

physical construction of space and have a direct bearing on the understanding of the present. 

Drawing on educational and literary texts, public discourse, and visual images such as posters 

and cartoons, the paper addresses the ways in which these space metaphors are imbued with 

historical meanings that are contested within a politically divided society. Applied to a shifting 

political reality following the foundation of the state of Israel in 1948 and yet again, in the post-

1967 era, these space metaphors construct continuities and discontinuities between the past and 

the present and their interpretation informs the understanding of the future trajectory of the 

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.   
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